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Activities: 
1) Each of the trainees will orally explore the objects or photographs they brought inside 

their memory box, describing why they chose each of these objects; 
2) After the oral exploration of the objects, each trainee will draw, paste or describe in the 

"tree of life" the key memories of the academic and personal journey; 
3) Each of the trainees will orally describe the key moments marked in the "tree of life" and 

share the importance of each of these moments for their course and academic choices. 

Resources: 
1) A "memory box" with objects and photographs relevant to the life path or biography of 

each of the trainees; 
2) The card (annex1) with a "tree of life" scheme or structure with spaces to be filled with 

doodles; 
3) Set of images with doodles that can help to fill the tree of life and representations of trees 

of life (e.g. tree of life of Gustav Klimt); 
4) Pencils, erasers, pens, scissors, post-it. 

	
Trainers: 

It is important that trainers conduct presentations of objects and photographs, which each 
trainee brings inside the boxes, with the least intrusion or interruption of the descriptions 
the trainees make. Just as the "tree of life" must be filled with as little interference as 
possible. Already in the oral presentations of the "trees of life" the trainer should try to 
interpret the moments that the trainees give more prominence, so that each trainee can 
clearly describe his life course. 

Outcomes: 
At the end of this session, it is expected that each trainee will be able to identify the key 
moments of his or her life course, to be able to clearly describe those moments and, 
above all, to be able to choose the moments according to their relevance for the 
construction of a narrative Biographical. 
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SESSION No. 02  
Theme: My tree of life narrative 
Duration: 3 hours 
Syllabus: i) Oral exploration of the images and objects that each 
of the trainees brought into the memory box; ii) Filling the timeline 
based on the "tree of life" metaphor; iii) Oral narrative of the 
biographical route drawn on the tree of life. 


